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Who I am…Why am I in this business? 
• My Brief Background 

– Father a dairy farmer turned science teacher 

– Mother wrote laws/policies in MN related to children with 
developmental disabilities 

– One of five kids (four sisters). 

 

– Key moment in early development came as an 10 yr old looking over 
a small wetland on the family farm with my father and rest of Olson 
clan on a MN duck opener…   

 

– Married, two great kids 22 and 25.   

 

– Proudest conservation accomplishment - That particular wetland is 
now part of the WPA network (a close second…working as part of a 
great team of folks to successfully conserve/restore Missouri River 
floodplain). 



 

Olson Family Farm 

New Olson WPA - 2010 



Strategic Habitat Conservation: 
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Landscape Conservation Cooperatives: Geographic Areas 



Who is the PPP-LCC  

• Environment Canada  
• Provincial Governments (Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta) 
• Joint Ventures (Prairie Pothole, Northern Great Plains, Prairie Habitat) 
• Great Plains Fish Habitat Partnership 
• Ducks Unlimited (Canada and US) 
• USFWS* 
• State Game and Fish Agencies (MT, ND, SD, MN, WY) 
• TNC 
• World Wildlife Fund 
• USFS. NPS, BLM, BOR, EPA, COE 
• BIA, DOE, USDA, USGS* 
• Izaak Walton League 
• MRNRC 
 
• *  Specific Staff 
 



What Do We Get Out of 

Collaborating? 

 Better problem solving 

 Greater productivity 

 More effective use of 

resources 

 

 

 





“Give me a place to stand and I 

shall move the Earth” 

 A great weight can 

be moved by a small 

force using levers 

and other means. 



The LCC Niche 

• Geographic scale 

• Work across taxa 

• Forward looking 

• Decision focused 

• Adaptable 

• Will integrate a human dimension component 

(economics, social science, etc…) 



My List of “Why” 
 
 
 







Makes conservation relevant in an era of rapid 
 and disruptive change . 

Our conservation passion ≠ Public understanding or support 

≠ 



We are at a conservation cross-roads 
unprecedented in American history. 

Newest North Dakota Resident 



“Our” Challenges  

  Land use changes/Habitat 
    fragmentation 

  Genetic isolation 

  Invasive Species 

  Water Scarcity 

  Energy Development 

  Climate change – direct 
    and compounding effects 

  Economics – Budgets 
Temperature Change,° C 

1958-2008 



“The conservation challenges of the 21st Century represent a force of 

change more far-reaching and consequential than any previously 

encountered.” 

Year: 2042 

– Global Population ~9 Billion 

People – 
habitat fragmentation, contamination, 

pollution, invasive species, disease, threats 

to water quality and quantity… 

Compounded By Accelerated 

Energy Development 





Stories highlighting What We Do in Region 3…and how LCC’s think about the 

issues a bit differently…. 

 

Ben’s Study – Represents the forward looking component of the enterprise 

 

Billy’s Work – Human dimensions and economics are critical to our relevance 

 

Peter McIntyre, U 0f W  Optimization Study – (7,091 dams, 268,818 road 

crossings….where to invest????) - - - Decision focused. 

 

Gulf Hypoxia Effort - - - Group SDM effort - - - St. Louis…Now We’re Talking! - 

- - geographic scale! 

 

Randal Dell – “Partners Skin In The Game” 

 

Filling Data Gaps - - - - Mapping of Iowa Lobe of PPR, James River Basin 

LiDAR, Montana NWI “hole”…. 

 

 

Back to our niche….some examples 



 
Concluding Remarks on the Health of the Prairie Pothole Region Economy  

Agriculture has long been the economic engine of the Prairie Pothole Region and remains important 

not only economically, but also socially and culturally. Our study, however, reveals that the health of 

the agricultural community in the PPR currently is interconnected in a number of ways to the rural 

nonfarm economy, possibly more than ever. It was once believed that a strong off-farm economy was 

dependent on a strong farm economy. Now, research has shown that a strong farm economy and the 

persistence of family farms are just as, if not more so, dependent on a strong off-farm economy and 

labor market. These findings indicate that investment of time and resources in strengthening the 

nonfarm rural economy may greatly assist local governing officials as they work to support 

agriculture in the community.  



Where have we been and  
where are we going? 

 
 
 



First 3 years of the PPP-LCC 

• Accomplishments 

– Funded 30 projects (over 5 rounds of funding) 

– Formed Steering and Technical Committees (more than 2 dozen active 
members) 

– PPP-LCC Charter – finalized  

– Conducted 2 Science Needs Workshops 
• Many other listening sessions 

– Monthly Science Webinars, Website, Communications Plan, 

– Hosted Connections Workshop to knit some of this together… 

– Working with NCCSC on integration of the two efforts 

– New website up an running! 

 



1st Annual Reports Published…  

Includes…. 

 

History of partnership 

 

Description of geography 

 

Early successes 

 

On-going research 

 

 Feature Stories 

 

Accountability 

 

Where we’re headed…. 



• Interior climate science program ripe for 

misuse, favoritism. watchdog warns 

•   

•   

•   

 

 

 

•   
• Climate science coops lack competition, other taxpayer protections 

• UPDATED 6:50 AM EDT, JULY 1, 2013 | BY EDWARD FELKER, ENERGYGUARDIAN 

• A climate science program created by the Interior Department's Fish and Wildlife Service 

lacks key taxpayer protections, leaving it ripe for favoritism and misspending, an internal 

investigation has found. 

 

 

 

Lessons Learned 

http://www.washingtonguardian.com/edward-felker-energyguardian


Other lessons - concerns 

• Loss of “urgency” associated with 
establishment of the enterprise 

• Tribal involvement in our partnership has 
been limited 

• “Skin in the game” has been slow to develop 

• USDA “Climate Hubs”, USGS “Climate Science 
Centers” and “LCC’s” are creating confusion 
with partners 



Our conservation legacy is a Core Value 



Some see things as they are and say why? 



I see things as they could be and say why not?  



Questions?? 
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